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The continued capacity 
of the soil to function

as a vital living 
ecosystem 

that sustains life

Soil Health Defined
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1. Climate change

2. Loss of biodiversity

3. Loss and degradation of soil

4. Pollution of air and water

Parallel Crises  Soil Health a Global 
Imperative
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Dust Bowl ~1934



Plants fix C from atmosphere and send it through the roots

 Decreased CO2 in atmosphere, store it in the soil

Increases rate of nutrient cycling 

 Decreased energy in production and app. of fertilizer

Increasing Soil Carbon  Reduces the Rate of 
Climate Change 
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Soil microrganisms need soil organic matter for food

 Plants need microbes for their non-carbon food

 Herbivores need plants for their food 

 Carnivores need herbivores for food

Without food species die

Increasing Soil Carbon  Supports Biodiversity
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Microbes need carbon to cycle nutrients and build structure

 Loss of fertility is due to loss of soil carbon

 Improved structure decreases density

 Particles glued together resist wind and water erosion 

 Increased infiltration rates reduce soil erosion 

Increasing Soil Carbon  Regenerates Degraded 
Soil and Decreases Erosion
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Microbes need carbon to cycle nutrients and build structure

 Less fertilizer applied

Less nutrients ends up in water

 Less fuel and mining to make fertilizer

 Soil organic structures physically trap and break down

 Less nutrients, chemicals, and soil particles escape

Increasing Soil Carbon  Reduces Air and 
Water Pollution
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Maximize living roots

Keep the soil covered

Minimize disturbance

Support biodiversity

Integrate livestock

Learn your context

Principles of soil health  Increase soil carbon
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Your soil’s capacity  Know your context
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Experiment Station Pendleton, Oregon 

Business as Usual 
Wheat fallow
Moldboard tillage
80 lbs N acre -1

Reference Site - Target
Perennial grassland

Mowed annually

Soil Health Management System
Wheat pea rotation

No tillage
80 lbs N acre -1

Rate water moves through soil (in/hr)
0.6                                                          12.64.7



Know your context  know your goal
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Fastest way is Grazing

Perennial grass system managed to 
mimic the plains ecosystem

Management Intensive Grazing with 
diverse plant species

If you can’t add animals add cover crops

Maximizes living roots, keeps soil 
covered, supports diversity

How do you get there  Plants with active roots 
as much as possible 
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Cover Crop Success  Selection and Practice
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Possible even with low rain

Variety Matters

Match to environment

Match to your system

Match to your goals

Find a friend

Takes time, be patient

Fixation                vs        Frontier
Balansa Clover

       Variety Not Stated                             Survivor
Winter Peas



Novel solutions for growing concerns.

Goseed.com
Gocovercrops.com

scappellazzi@goseed.com
503-566-9900

Questions?
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